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reducing the field of view (fov) is one of the
most effective methods of decreasing input
lag. with the default fov being 100 percent,
each controller input results in a virtual
boxing match screen being produced in real
time. this boxing match screen has to be
displayed onscreen every time a controller
input occurs, resulting in a flat response with
very high latency. the fov can be reduced by
in increments of 10, which results in a
progressive response when moving the
mouse cursor. in our case, the fov was
reduced to 80 percent, resulting in 52ms of
improved response. normally, the people who
enjoy the fastest feeling and smoothest video
games are usually people who have higher-
end graphics hardware. while pc gaming is a
platform that can support this, it also puts
that hardware at risk of overheating and
crashing, which is why many pc gamers stick
with the old-school but relatively cheap
hardware. while some pc gaming enthusiasts
may prefer the low-end graphics hardware,
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the increased latency that some people
experience when playing games on a low-end
machine can be unbearable, so most people
fall into a middle ground. i tried to find a way
to balance the ease of use and cost-
effectiveness of using a lower-end graphics
card, with the speed and smoothness that
higher-end cards provide. with this in mind, i
investigated the nvidia gtx 460 and 460 ti
drivers. i applied the following settings and
observed average latency between the first
key press and the first action on-screen: with
the pre-rendered option in-game caps at 60
frames per second, but the pre-rendered
option in the nvidia control panel caps at 75
frames per second. in-game v-sync is always
enabled, which maintains the caps of 60
frames per second, allowing you to have a
smooth, consistent 60 fps experience.
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any color issues, however the options we
have are grayscale. we have a nvidia geforce

gtx 970 with a 1920x1080 display. was
wondering if we should go with a different

resolution? hey i'm back again. thanks to all
for your help. i've gone back to using the

normal aspire 3830t i7 1080p and i've booted
the game and everything is ok. it's really

good to see now this game works. i know a lot
of people will be happy to know that. i'm

going to try playing with a different keyboard
too. hopefully this works. cheers. i understand

that the keyboard fix does a lot and i just
want to make sure that it will be able to run
smoothly with the new input settings? i can

already tell a difference with the normal input
settings on super street fighter iv and the
game runs like it should. (i.e no lag, no lag
spikes etc etc) if i were to go with the auto
keypad turning off(which worked before, i

guess) what will happen? will the game work?
would i be able to use the keypad? lastly, if

the game doesn't work, how would i go about
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getting this back to a normal input setting?
thanks for all your help and support. i really

appreciate all of it and i'm sure the rest of the
community does too. i actually ran the games

on a different keyboard in the past. if this
worked for you then you might not need to

worry about it. thanks again! i really
appreciate it. please let me know and i'll see

what i can do. did you know ultra street
fighter iv can be played completely at 60fps?

this is due to the inclusion of g-sync
technology, which allows us to turn the v-sync

feature off while gaming at an equivalent
60fps. even if it displays 60fps on the tv, v-

sync has to be turned on to prevent input lag.
this becomes a problem when you're playing

games such as ultra street fighter iv that
demand low to no input lag. yet, you can play

this game in 60fps with no concerns about
latency! we thank ultra street fighter iv for
not only allowing us to see a full 60fps with
no lag, but also for giving anti-aliasing (aa)
the ability to offer smooth visuals. amd has
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its own v-sync option, but we found amd's
implementation to be far more unresponsive
than nvidia's. we tested the following with all

three at a scaling resolution of 4k:
5ec8ef588b
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